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Introduction 

When reading this standard, the NBR 13231 is considered the main standard of the set of standards NBR 8222 

(depressurization systems), NBR 12232 (nebulized water systems) and NBR 8674 (CO2 systems) . The specific aspects of 

each type of system are covered in each document which include: 

• the general and specific aspects of the preparation of installation projects; 

• general aspects of the design, installation, maintenance and testing of the systems. 

 

1 Objective 
 
This Standard sets the specific minimum requirements required for the design, installation, maintenance and testing of fixed 
automatic explosion and fire prevention systems to avoid overpressures resulting from internal electrical arcs in power 
transformers and reactors. The general requirements for the preparation of installation projects are described in NBR 
13231. 
 
This type of system does not eliminate the convenience of installing traditional devices to prevent the spread of fire, such 
as: drained and protected concrete bases, non-combustible barriers and fire walls, as well as mobile extinguishing devices. 
This type of system applies to all types of oil-immersed transformers, autotransformers, reactors and also their individual oil-
containing parts, such as on-load tap-changers and bushing and cable boxes. 
 
The objective of this type of system is to avoid the explosion of the transformer or reactor and, consequently, the fires 
that can occur when there is a failure and an electrical arc inside the protected transformer or reactor. 
 
The start of an electrical arc usually results from a breakdown in the insulation. This can be caused, among other reasons, 
by overloads, switching or atmospheric surges, gradual deterioration of insulation, low oil level, humidity, acidity in the oil, 
etc. Such an electric arc generally involves high electric currents. The contact of the electric arc with the insulating oil 
produces a considerable amount of self-igniting and explosive gases. The formation of gases within the closed volume of 
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the protected equipment causes the pressure to grow very quickly. If there is no device that relieves the internal pressure 
before it exceeds the value supported by the tank, it will break. 

The rate of increase of the internal pressure in the tank, depending on the currents involved, is in the range of 0.05 bar to 1 

bar per millisecond. Current transformers and reactors, in turn, support overpressure values of the order of magnitude from 

1 bar to 2 bar. If these values are exceeded, the tank, bushings or on-load tap-changer may rupture. If this rupture occurs, 

the explosive gases that have formed inside the protected equipment will come into contact with the oxygen in the air, 

starting the fire. At the same time, the surface temperature of the oil tank quickly reaches the oil flash point, and the 

transformer oil ignites. 

It should be noted that the total interruption times of protection systems involving circuit breakers are in the order of 

magnitude from 50 ms to 80 ms, which is not enough to eliminate the arc before high overpressures have already occurred. 

In generation installations, the situation is more severe as the inertia of the generator can feed the electric arc for 1 s and 2 

s when it is not protected by a circuit breaker. This situation is the worst-case scenario to prevent an explosion in the 

transformer tank. 

The prevention systems dealt with in this Standard seek to prevent the internal overpressure resulting from the internal 

electric arc from reaching values greater than the withstand of the protected equipment.  

The principle may involve, among others, depressurizing the internal parts, conveying the gases produced to a place where 

they can burn safely, without affecting nearby people and equipment, and creating a flow of gases to cool the oil and to 

eliminate explosive gases.  

2 Normative  references 

The standards listed below contain provisions which, when cited in this text, constitute prescriptions for this Standard. The 

editions indicated were in effect at the time of this publication. As every standard is subject to revision, those who enter into 

agreements based on this standard are recommended to check the suitability of using the most recent editions of the 

standards cited below. ABNT has information on the rules in force at a given moment. 

NBR 13231:2005 - Protection against fire in electrical generation, transmission and distribution substations 

3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations. 

The definitions, symbols and abbreviations adopted in this Standard are those described in section 3 of NBR 13231. 

4 General requirements. 

4.1 Aspects relevant to dimensioning and to avoid risks during the tests 

In the design, installation and operation of the prevention system, all types of short circuits that may occur inside the 

transformer tank or other protected equipment must be taken into account. Table 1 shows typical values of short-circuit 

currents that could occur inside transformers where there was an internal fault and an electrical arc was created. These 

values can be used as a reference for carrying out tests to verify the ability of the prevention system to prevent explosion 

and fire, prescribed in this Standard.  

SFC: Doing an internal arc test of a protection system, in a big oil volume, bring obvious risks of fires and explosions. If the 

tested protection system fails, we will see the same consequences that occurs in substations. So, the oil volumes used in 

the test shall be within  a fire controllable range. As an initial reference  let’s consider that this is the oil volume of a 10 MVA 

power transformer. Let’s also consider that the test is performed in an open area with resources similar to the substation 

area where transformers are installed. 

The new fact, which did not exist in the original 2005 version of NBR 8222, is that it is now demonstrated in Ref [1], the 

Brochure Cigrè  602 / 2014,  and other references, that testing simulations can be used to predict the overpressures 

occurring in a closed volume, submitted to an arc , and containing a certain volume of fluid like air or SF6.  

For oil volumes the concepts applies because , as in Ref[3],  IEC TR62271-307(2015), the same design parameters apply, 

except for the density, latent heat and other physical properties of the oil. 

As the overpressure depend directly on the oil volume,  arc current and area and speed of the depressurization openings, it 

is possible to calculate a smaller oil volume and smaller arc current that will produce the same overpressure. For the 

protection device this is the main point which will define the performance. 

In resume, it is possible and easy to calculate and create a reduced  model with a lower volume and current, but using the 

complete depressurization protection system, and submitted to the same overpressure 

Regarding the reference values for the arc currents that may occur, it must be considered that the ABNT and IEC standards 

on transformers deal only with external short circuits and provide for tests with various short circuit applications with values 

of currents equivalent to 25 times the value of the rated current with a duration of 0.25 s to 2.0 s.  

For short circuits originating outside the transformer, the current is limited by the impedance of the transformer. In the case 

of an internal short circuit, the transformer impedance may not be limiting. The values in table 1 indicate the orders of 

magnitude of currents and durations in internal arc situations. 
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Table 1 - Orders of magnitude of typical maximum short-circuit currents for internal arcs in transformers and 

power reactors 

Transformer power 
range  

MVA 

Voltage range in the highest  lowest 
voltage winding 

 kV 

Order of magnitude of short-
circuit currents 

kA rms symmetrical 

Order of magnitude of short-
circuit current duration 

s 

Up to 10 MVA 1 a 15 5 1 a 2 

10 to 50 MVA SFC: Under consideration 

( Reduced size models ) 

SFC: Under consideration 

(Reduced currents and 
volumes with same 

overpressure) 

SFC: Under consideration 

 

> 50 MVA SFC: Under consideration 

( Reduced size models ) 

SFC: Under consideration 

(Reduced currents and 
volumes with same 

overpressure) 

SFC: Under consideration 

 

4.2 Operating principles and typical components 

These systems seek to prevent the internal overpressure resulting from the internal electric arc from reaching values 

greater than the supportability of the protected equipment. The principle may involve, in addition to depressurizing internal 

volumes, driving the produced gases to a place where they can burn safely and creating a flow of gases to cool the oil and 

to eliminate explosive gases. 

One of the existing configurations consists of having, in one of the oil inlets of the protected equipment, a device activated 

directly and only by the internal overpressure in the tank. This device must be fast enough so that, when an internal arc 

occurs with a duration and magnitude of the orders of magnitude indicated in table 1, it relieves the overpressure before it 

reaches the values supported by the protected equipment. 

The order of magnitude of the time required for the device to operate and for the depressurization process to begin is 10 

ms. The total depressurization process should not take more than 50 ms. These values must be proven in the tests 

prescribed in this Standard. 

An example of a device with these characteristics is the one that uses depressurization chambers and a rupture disk. These 

systems must have high operating speeds and can be specified and calibrated to operate when a pre-set pressure is 

reached. 

In a typical system, after the rupture of the device that initiates the depressurization, the oil and gases formed by the arc are 

ejected through an appropriate duct until reaching a lower collecting reservoir, in the case of larger volumes of oil, or an oil 

and gas separation tank, in the case of intermediate volumes. In this second case, there may be another pipe coming out of 

the tank, taking only the gases to be burned in a safe place. This type of system may have additional parts, such as: 

a) air insulating shutter to prevent flammable gases from coming into contact with oxygen in the air. 

b) obturator in the path between the conservator and the tank, to prevent the volume of oil in the conservator from going 

down. 

c) auxiliary system for injection of neutral gas, after depressurization, to cool the oil and to push the explosive gases to the 

outside of the tank. 

d) fire detectors. 

In this type of system, after depressurization, a process for cooling the oil is started. The cooling system is activated by one 

of the signals coming from the electrical protection system in addition to one of the signals from the devices that initiate 

depressurization, such as rupture discs. When both signals are registered, the cylinder valve of a neutral gas such as 

nitrogen is activated, and the gas is injected into the equipment or its protected part. The neutral gas flow will act to cool the 

medium as well to press the explosive gases to the outside, creating a safe internal atmosphere. 

The explosion and fire prevention system can be backed up by a “drain and agitation” type fire extinguishing system by 

neutral gas flow. In this case, the backup system must be activated by two signals, the first coming from one of the fire 

detectors and the second from one of the electrical protections of the transformer. 

The injection of neutral gas should cause the oil to agitate the protected part, reducing the surface temperature below the 

flash point and then extinguishing the fire in less than 5 min. Cool heated parts and prevent any restart of combustion. 

As a reference, the pressure of the neutral gas cylinder is in the range of 150 bar to 200 bar. If so, the cylinder must be 

provided with a leak-proof actuator (less than 0.25% loss per year). This cylinder must be capable of providing a gas 

injection for at least 45 min, time considered sufficient to cool the heated parts and to prevent combustion from restarting. 

When existing, fire detectors must be vibration-proof, with the operating temperature in the range of 135ºC to 150ºC. Fire 

detectors should be located on the tank cover, on the on-load tap-changer and near the bushings. 
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4.3 Remote control 

The system must be monitored from a control room. The system must be provided with a control box that allows: 

a) put the system in the “out of order” position when maintenance work is required. 

b) operate the system in both “automatic” and “manual” modes. 

c) check the performance of each signal (rupture discs opening, transformer circuit breaker opening, shutter valve, fire 

detectors); 

d) verify the normal operation of the control box by a lamp test. 

4.4 General operating conditions 

The electrical distances between system parts and energized parts must not be less than those specified in NBR 13231.             

5 Specific requirements 

Systems used in large transformers may include accessories or additional parts such as: 

a) prevention of explosions and fires in oil bushings. 

b) prevention of explosions and fires in oiled cable boxes. 

c) electrical continuity monitoring with associated alarms. 

d) autonomous dry battery with associated low charge alarms. 

e) audible warning. 

f) heaters of the control system 

g) manual neutral gas injection valve. 

6 Tests 

The proof of the efficiency of the protection method must be done, when foreseen in this Standard, through tests. 

6.1 Type tests 

6.1.1 Test to verify the ability of the prevention system to prevent explosion and fire under internal arc conditions 

The range of transformers cover from units with a relatively small volume of oil to large volumes and powers. For the test to 

be feasible in the laboratory, it is necessary that the volume of oil in the transformer or device that simulates it has a value 

limited to making the consequences of the fire controllable in the event of failure of the protection device. We are assuming 

that it corresponds to the oil volume of a 10 MVA – 138/13.8 kV transformer. An old transformer tank can be used in the 

test. Due to the volumes of oil involved, the laboratory must have the means so that, in case of failure of the equipment 

under test, the consequences of an eventual fire are controllable. 

There is currently not enough experience to fully define the conditions for this laboratory test. For the purposes of this 

Standard, the following text is to explain the principles and performance criteria that allow manufacturers and users to 

establish conditions for the test.  

The “ideal” test consists of applying, in a high-power laboratory, a certain number, for example three, of short circuits and 

arcs inside a transformer or reactor tank, to verify how the explosion and fire prevention system would behave. installed on 

the equipment to be protected. 

A current of value and duration compatible with those that would occur in a real situation must be applied (see table 1). As 

the arc energies can influence the process, it can be established that the applications will be made with 25%, 50% and 

100% of the maximum arc current. Durations should be chosen so that, where possible, a constant I 2 x T value applies. 

Care must be taken that the current flows for the entire duration specified for the test. There must be no “arc extinction” of 

the current in any of the phases through which the current must flow. These auto-extinctions can occur due to the high 

dielectric capacity of the oil or due to the use of current sources with insufficient power. In the case of eventual arc auto-

extinctions these must not occur for more than 20% of the total duration specified for the test. 

The arc initiation must be done by thin fusible wires with a cross section of the order of 1.5 mm2. The circuit must be 

calibrated to verify that, during the application of the arc, the current will remain sinusoidal. The fusible wire must be placed 

in positions previously discussed between the manufacturer, the purchaser and the laboratory. 

The performance of the system in the test shall be based on the following criteria: 

a) non-breaking of the protected parts; 

b) the operation of the devices in a time shorter than those that would guarantee the non-rupture due to overpressures; 

c) non-occurrence of explosions or fire or oil spillage. 
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